The TITAN HD 2000 Series mowers deliver
durability, professional results and performance,
all at an outstanding value for acreage owners
and budget-minded pros. Tackle your toughest
jobs, on or off the mower, with the all-new toolmounting capability, bringing unmatched utility
and productivity right to your fingertips.

TITAN HD

ENHANCED COMFORT

®

From the standard suspension seat, isolated
floor pan design, easy access from the front
or side of the machine, to the deck step
guide and easy to use controls, Toro has
the operator in mind.

2000 SERIES ZERO TURN MOWER

TURBO FORCE® CUTTING DECKS
TITAN HD features both side and rear
discharge cutting decks. Landscape
professionals worldwide rely on Toro’s
patented TURBO FORCE® decks for
outstanding quality of cut and durability.
Nothing cuts as well as TURBO FORCE.

COMMERCIAL-GRADE DURABILITY
From the durable 7/10-gauge high strength
steel TURBO FORCE® cutting deck, to the rugged
3” x 2” tubular frame and commercial-grade
hydraulics, the TITAN HD zero turn mowers
are built to last.

QUICK CARRY SYSTEM

UNIVERSAL TOOL MOUNT

BUCKET MOUNT

TRIMMER MOUNT

INNOVATIVE TOOL CARRYING
TITAN HD provides you the exclusive ability to easily
attach your tools and accessories directly to the mower
with the innovative tool-mounting brackets, saving
you time and improving your efficiency.
*Tool-mounting kits are optional attachments.

ALL NEW

TITAN® HD 2000 SERIES

TITAN
HD 2000
SERIES
®

ENGINE* AT 3600 RPM

74460

74461

21 hp* Kohler ® 725cc

23 hp* Kohler 747cc

ELECTRIC START

74463 RD
25 hp* Kohler 747cc

Standard

DECK WIDTH

48”

52”

CUTTING DECK

60”

60” Rear Discharge

TURBO FORCE®

DECK DEPTH

S P E C I F I C AT I O N S

74462

5”

5.5”

DECK CONSTRUCTION

7/10-gauge high-strength steel

BULL-NOSE BUMPER

Standard

RUBBER DISCHARGE CHUTE

Standard

DECK SPINDLES

8" Alum, Sealed Ball Bearings, 1" Shaft

HYDRAULIC DRIVE SYSTEM

ZT3400

FUEL CAPACITY

7 gallon

MAX GROUND SPEED (FWD)
REAR TIRES

9 mph
23” x 9.5” - 12”

FRONT TIRES

23” x 10.5” - 12”
13" x 6.5" - 6" Cage Bearing

SEAT

Deluxe High-Back Adjustable Suspension Seat

TOOL-MOUNTING CAPABILITY
DECK LIFT ASSIST PEDAL
CUTTING HEIGHT

Side Console / Rear Guard Ready
Standard
1.5” - 5” in .25” increments

ROPS

No-tools Folding

WARRANTY**

4 Year 750 Hour Limited

COMMERCIAL ENGINES

COMMERCIAL-GRADE HYDRAULICS

REAR-DISCHARGE DECKS

Powerful Kohler commercial-grade
engines provide professional
quality performance. Heavyduty canister style air filtration
system protects the engine from
contaminants and prolongs
product life.

The integrated pump and wheel motor
uses proven commercial hydraulic
components while eliminating hoses
and other potential leak points. You’ll
get a smoother, faster response while
enjoying an even more reliable machine.

The Rear Discharge model allows
operators to trim on either side
of the deck – no need to change
directions to avoid discharging
debris on roadways, sidewalks,
or flowerbeds, saving time
and cleanup.
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